3 students from the Master in Entrepreneurship & Innovation of the Uni.lu : 2nd Best project in the
Education Category at the Morpheus Cup.

Come and showcase your skills and talent at the Morpheus Cup!
Registration is free and there is a €50.000 prize awarded to the winning teams including gifts. Last year,
250 students from all around Europe and with different educational backgrounds participated in the
Morpheus Cup by submitting, an idea, a concept or a start-up project, without any subscription fee. 19
categories of projects were proposed in order to offer diversity and promote entrepreneurs initiative
among students developing ideas than can revolutionize the future.

Among them, the Startuparts team composed by Antony Martini, Santhosh,Kannadasan and Agnes Kay,
from the Entrepreneurship & Innovation Master of the Luxembourg University, was named second best
project of the Education category. Their project consisted in offering the best business books on the
planet on one platform in order to promote entrepreneurship and business education among students and
young professionals.

They had the chance to meet recruiting companies and a jury of international including Jean-Jacques
Dordain,

former

ESA

Director,

Jelena

Djokovic (National

Director,

Novak

Djokovic

Foundation), Olivier Schaack (Creative Director, Canal +), Vaclav Smil (Distinguished Professor
Emeritus and one of Bill Gates' favorite authors), Andrew Barton and Chanda Gonzales (Google Lunar
XPRIZE).

the Morpheus Cup is coming back in April 28th 2016 with even more categories to win, and a new jury
composed of international celebrities. The 2017 Morpheus Cup will give you several choices, choosing
between general or specialized challenges

Let's express your creative and entrepreneurship minds and participate in the Morpheus Cup
innovation lab!

Stay connected to have the latest information www.morpheuscup.com
Contact: Mr Fabien Amoretti, Fabien.amoretti@farvest.com

"The Morpheus Cup was an excellent experience for all of us. A lot of work was required leading up to
the challenge. A project topic had to be picked carefully and the bonus challenges were tricky as well.
But the Morpheus Cup that took place during the ICT Spring conference in Luxembourg was none other
than inspiring and challenging. A platform for talent to compete and connect, the Morpheus Cup, was
an exceptional event for anyone fascinated by the fast-paced digital world in which we are living in."

